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Team Meeting Summary  
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Members in attendance: Ryan Rose, Paul Borchers, Ryan May, and Vito Urbano  

In today’s team meeting, the following issues were discussed:  
- Progress from last meeting.  
- Review of what was discussed at the client meeting.  
- Killer Robot review.  
- What’s next?  

Ryan Rose reviewed what was asked of the members last meeting and asked for information on our progress. Ryan May and Paul Borchers have begun work on outlining the database design and displayed the tables that they have configured. Vito Urbano delivered notes from the prior team meeting and client meeting and began to take notes for this meeting.  

After Ryan May and Paul Borchers displayed the database tables, we reviewed the client notes to determine what exactly the clients want for our next meeting. Ryan Rose told Ryan May and Paul Borchers to continue work on the database design and to compile a neat representation of the database for Thursday. Paul also made it known that we are still in the design phase of the project and coding has not begun so a functional prototype will not be prepared for the clients by Thursday. Vito Urbano was reminded that all notes taken must be delivered to Dr. Lederman within 24 hours of the meeting.  

We then all discussed the Killer Robot reading, which was due for today’s class. We shared some opinions and cleared up issues anyone had with the reading.  

Ryan Rose reminded everyone that we will be leading the Killer Robot discussion next week and reviewed the order in which we will follow. A full test plan is also due by next week, so Ryan Rose made sure that Vito Urbano reviewed the current test plan and made the necessary adjustments. Following this review no further questions were raised so Ryan Rose ended the meeting at 6:00pm.  

Duration: 30 minutes